Nat uralistic studies indicate that the clinical progression of schizophrenia occurs in the early phase of the illness, predominantly in the first 5 years after onset (1, 2) . Evaluation of brain structure during the first episode of psychosis is a powerful strategy for investigating fundamental questions about the disorder. Investigating patients early in the course of their illness identifies abnormalities that are relevant to the disease process itself. The first-episode design avoids confounding by the chronicity of the illness, longstanding substance abuse, and the effects of treatment (3) . Furthermore, given that a substantial proportion of these patients will not experience another psychotic episode within 5 years (1), this type of study provides more generalizable results about the nature of the disorder than studies of chronic patients.
It is evident that the heterogeneity observed in the course and outcome of schizophrenia extends also to the pattern of structural brain abnormalities found in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies. Although it is accepted that structural brain abnormalities play an important role in the pathology of schizophrenia, their relevance to the neurophysiology of the disease process is uncertain. The number of structural MRI studies in first-episode psychosis is still relatively small. Most have shown a similar pattern of cortical abnormalities to samples of chronic patients, although deficits may be less extensive (4) . As is the case with studies of chronic patients, the most replicated finding is lateral ventricle enlargement (4-10), with fewer negative studies (11, 12) . Third ventricle enlargement has more positive (7, 9, 12) than negative (6) reports. Of five studies of frontal lobe volume, three reported reduced volume (8, 13, 14) , whereas two found no abnormality (6, 15) . The temporal lobe has been examined most often in firstepisode studies, with positive findings being shown in the medial areas and superior temporal gyrus (5, 10, (12) (13) (14) (16) (17) (18) (19) . However, studies of the whole temporal lobe show more negative (6, 8, 15) than positive (14) findings. Parietal and occipital lobe volumes have been reported as being normal (8, 15) . The majority of first-episode studies fail to show any whole brain volume changes (6, 8, 10, 12, 17, 18) , although such changes have been reported recently (14) . Studies of subcortical structures also show abnormalities (e.g., references 20, 21) . Deficits in gray matter (4) and reduced gray matter volume with normal white matter (9) have been shown in studies of total cortical volume that have been published to date. Inconsistencies remain as to whether there exists a pattern of diffuse abnormalities or selective deficits (22) in the brains of patients with schizophrenia and whether these abnormalities change over time (23) . It is clear from the existing literature that the cortex in patients with schizophrenia is characterized by subtle pathology that is as yet not understood. Neither neurodegenerative processes or cell loss adequately define this neuropathology. Distributed gray matter malformation may be of greater relevance, although this has not been comprehensively assessed by high-resolution MRI in first-episode patients.
We hypothesized that structural brain abnormalities would be found when a high-resolution scanning technique and a rigorous stereologically unbiased methodology of volume estimation were used to examine a group of patients experiencing their first episode of psychosis and who had never or had just initiated medication treatment. We wished to determine whether such abnormalities are associated with distributed cortical pathology and occur in multiple sites independent of the effects of medication, chronic illness, age, gender, ethnicity, or socioeconomic factors. We hypothesized that gray matter deficit would be a prominent feature of abnormal brain structure in this group.
Method
Thirty-seven patients (26 men and 11 women) between 16 and 40 years of age were recruited as inpatients or outpatients from United Kingdom catchment areas comprising East, Southeast, and Southwest London and West Kent. Patients met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia (N=15), schizophreniform disorder (N= 18), or schizoaffective disorder (N=4) as determined by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (24) . Diagnostic interviews were performed by qualified research psychiatrists who had been trained in the administration of the SCID. All patients were experiencing their first episode of psychosis and had received no more than 12 weeks of previous neuroleptic medication exposure. Twenty-five comparison subjects (17 men and eight women) were recruited from the general population in the same catchment areas and were screened with the nonpatient version of the SCID (25) . Patients and comparison subjects were similar in age (within 3 years), gender, ethnicity, and parental socioeconomic status. Both ethnicity and parental socioeconomic status were assessed by using standard classifications (26). Handedness was determined by using the Edinburgh Inventory (27) . Subjects who had a DSM-IV diagnosis of substance abuse or dependence, mental retardation, neurological disorder, or a medical condition that could have affected brain structure or function were excluded from the study. In addition, comparison subjects were excluded if there was a personal history of any axis I or II disorder or a family history of psychosis. The duration of psychosis was calculated from the time of onset of first psychotic symptoms (based on patient interview, corroborative history from family members, and medical records when available) to the time of MRI scanning. Symptom measures were performed by using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (28) , which yielded good interrater reliability (kappa=0.87, SD=0.07). Ethical approval was obtained from the Bethlem and Maudsley ethics committee for research. After a complete description of the proposed study was given to each participant, written informed consent was obtained.
Image Acquisition
MRI scanning was performed on a 1.5-T Signa system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee) at the Maudsley Hospital in London. Initially, a series of sagittal and axial scout views were acquired to correct for head tilt and to localize imaging coordinates. Next, a three-dimensional, inversion recovery prepared, fast spoiled gradient/recall in the steady state scan of the whole brain was performed to acquire a T 1 -weighted data set. These T 1 -weighted images were obtained in the axial plane (parallel to the z axis of the magnet) with 1.5-mm contiguous sections (TR=11.3 msec, TI=300 msec, TE=2.2 msec, and the flip angle=20° with one data average and a 256 × 256 × 128 pixel matrix).
Measurements and Regions of Interest
The regions of interest used the landmarks outlined by DeLisi et al. (23) for whole brain volume, cortical gray matter, lateral ventricles, and temporal lobes. The third ventricular volume was that bounded by the anterior commissure, the fornix, the stria medullaris, the pineal body, the superior and inferior colliculi, the midbrain and mamillary body, the thalamus, and hypothalamus.
Brain images were reoriented parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure line and the interhemispheric fissure before measurement. Volumetric measurements were obtained by stereological assessment by using the MEASURE program (29) . This methodology has been employed in previous studies (30, 31) , and its validation has been previously described (29) . A human rater used three orthogonal views (axial, coronal, and sagittal) and a three-dimensional grid of rotated L-shaped points superimposed on the images. The optimal grid size was based on the Cavalieri principle and calculated by using the Gundersen formula (32). Using the grid, the rater "painted" the brain matter in all three views for each region of interest. Pixels marked in one plane are automatically marked in the other two. The MEASURE program calculates volume by counting the total number of "painted" pixels within the region of interest. Grid points on the boundary of a structure are marked as within the structure only if the pixel within the acute angle of the L-shaped point is inside the structure. The use of three-dimensional reconstructed images allows for viewing from any orientation, thereby improving boundary recognition compared to single-plane techniques (33) . The manual "painting" of structures reduces the confounds of MRI artifacts and partial volume effects. Two of the authors (A.S., J.L.), blind to diagnosis, performed all ratings and demonstrated high intrarater and interrater reliability. Intraclass correlations ranged from 0.90 to 0.98 for all measures. 
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Statistical Analysis
Data analysis was performed by using SPSS (Chicago). Chisquare analyses were used to look for differences in socioeconomic status, handedness, gender distribution, and ethnicity. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to examine differences in age, years of education, and height. Between-group comparisons of regional volumes were performed by using the general linear model in SPSS. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) used total brain volume or regional volume as dependent variables and height, age, parental socioeconomic status, sex, and diagnosis as independent variables. No direct measure of head size was obtained. Age was used to control for possible age-related changes in the subjects (34) . Height was used as the independent variable to control for body and head size. Height has been shown to be a predictor of general head size (35) and has been previously used in MRI studies of schizophrenia (8, 15) . We compared previously treated and medication-naive patients in terms of regional brain volume. Pearson correlations were used to test for relationships between brain volume measures and age at onset, duration of psychosis, and duration of untreated psychosis. All analyses used two-tailed estimation of significance. The significance level applied to the data was set at p<0.05.
Results
The mean duration of the first psychotic episode was 31.3 weeks (SD=25.0). The mean duration of untreated psychosis was 28.1 weeks (SD=26.0). Thirteen patients (35.1%) had never received antipsychotic treatment at the time of scanning. The remaining patients had been treated for a mean duration of 4.6 weeks (SD=3.0). The mean age at onset of the psychotic episode was 23.8 years (SD=5.5, mode=18). Table 1 shows comparative demographic variables for the patients experiencing their first psychotic episode and the comparison subjects. There were no differences between the groups for height, age, parental socioeconomic status, handedness, gender, or ethnicity. The patients experiencing their first psychotic episode had significantly fewer years of education than did the comparison subjects. Table 2 shows absolute regional volumes in the groups. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show adjusted mean brain volumes in both groups. Significant differences were found after covarying for height. These differences remained after additional covariation with age and parental socioeconomic status. The patients with first-episode psychosis had significantly lower whole brain volume, cortical gray matter volume, and temporal lobe gray matter volume and significantly enlarged lateral and third ventricular volumes. The left temporal lobe gray matter reduction was particularly marked (ANCOVA F=7.36, df=1, 55, p<0.009). There were no differences in total or left or right temporal lobe volumes and no effect of medication status on any volume difference (ANCOVA F<2, df=1, 61, p>0.20 for all). Male subjects (both patients and comparison subjects) had larger brain and CSF volumes than female subjects, but there was no significant sex-by-diagnosis interaction for any volume measurement. Of the 12 regions of interest examined, eight were found to be significantly different at the p<0.05 level.
No correlations were found between any symptom measure and region of interest volumes (r<0.20, df=35, p>0.10 for all). Specifically, no relationship was found between positive symptoms, negative symptoms, or general psychopathology and temporal lobe volumes (r<0.20, df= 35, p>0.10 for all). There were no relationships between duration of psychosis (treated or untreated) or age at onset and regional brain volumes.
Discussion
This study shows that significant deficits in cortical gray matter, temporal lobe gray matter, and reduced whole brain volume are present early in the course of first-episode psychosis in association with significant enlargement of the lateral and third ventricles. Structural deviations were found in both treatment-naive and minimally treated subjects. These findings represent marked, dispersed abnormalities in patients with no or minimal medication exposure (duration of treatment: mean=4.6 weeks, SD=3.0). This study group is of interest given the inclusion of the 13 medication-naive subjects (35% of the patient group) and the high-resolution volumetric analysis of a range of brain regions. As a comprehensive examination of brain structure close to the onset of psychosis in a clinically representative cohort, this study contributes to a relatively sparse literature on structural MRI in this patient group. The detection of dispersed structural deficits in subjects with these clinical characteristics confirms the view that such findings cannot be attributed to the effects of medication or disease chronicity. Our findings are in keeping with earlier studies of patients in their first episode of schizophrenia showing, as would be expected, larger lateral (4-10) and third ventricles (7, 9, 12) . Failure to detect enlargement of a structure as small as the third ventricle may be accounted for by the Table 2 for ANCOVA results). 
FIGURE 2. Adjusted Temporal Lobe and Temporal Lobe Gray Matter Volumes of Patients Experiencing Their First Episode of Psychosis and Healthy Comparison Subjects a
a Volumes were adjusted for height, age, and parental socioeconomic status. b Significant difference between groups (see Table 2 for ANCOVA results). large slice thickness used in the single negative study (6) . Enlargement of the third ventricle in the absence of lateral ventriculomegaly was found in a study of 20 first-episode schizophrenia patients and subjects at high risk of developing the illness relative to comparison subjects (12) . Although a trend toward lateral ventricular enlargement was evident, that study was limited by the sample size. Our findings of both whole brain volume reduction and temporal lobe gray matter deficit are of interest in the context of existing studies. A recent study of schizophrenic subjects also showed reduced whole brain volume in addition to frontal and temporal lobe decrements at baseline (14) . Our finding of significant cortical gray matter deficit both underlines this finding in patients with first-episode psychosis and strengthens it by the use of thinner contiguous slices than in earlier work (4, 9) and by the inclusion of medication-naive subjects and a larger cohort size (9) .
Analysis of neuropsychological function in this group of first-episode patients, presented elsewhere (36) , showed significant impairments on tasks of executive function, verbal learning, delayed recall from nonverbal memory, and psychomotor speed against a background of generalized underperformance on a wide range of neuropsychological functions. These findings are consistent with pathological involvement of language and verbal learning-related areas, which are thought to include the left temporal lobe as highlighted in recent work in first-episode patients (17) . Cortical gray matter abnormality was conspicuous both in the temporal lobes and throughout the cortex in our study group. The presence of generalized neuropsychological differences between patients and comparison subjects and overall smaller gray matter volume suggest nonlocalized alteration of cell structure and disturbed neuronal connectivity. Such a model is characterized by putative pathology in a distributed neural network (37) , which accounts for the functional abnormalities associated with psychosis. Although no causal associations have been proven between structural findings and functional deficits in schizophrenia, numerous lines of evidence are pertinent. Neuropathological studies have reported cytoarchitectural abnormalities and synaptic alterations in patients with schizophrenia, which may account for our finding of gray matter deficits (38) . Diminished gray matter volume associated with reduced neuron size and increased neuronal density may reflect reduced synaptic number (39) . This may arise through a process of excessive synaptic pruning (40) .
The duration of psychotic symptoms and mean duration of antipsychotic treatment were short, yet the patients showed significant gray matter and CSF differences relative to comparison subjects. No associations were found between duration of illness or onset age and any regional volume. We found no relationships between symptoms and brain structure. In particular, there was no symptom association with temporal lobe deficit. This has a number of possible explanations. Our total temporal lobe measures may have lacked the specificity to detect a relationship between symptoms and superior temporal gyrus volume (which may be more selectively involved in the psychotic state). Alternatively, psychotic symptoms generated by a distributed network-wide deficiency associated with reduced gray matter are likely to show a more complex structure-function relationship with regional brain volume.
This study has a number of strengths compared to other first-episode work. The patients included both inpatients and those treated in the community, whereas other studies (e.g., references 4, 6-9, 11, 15, 19) looking at this group have focused on hospitalized or tertiary referral subjects. Consequently, we feel that this sample is representative of the first-episode schizophrenia spectrum population. We have demonstrated that patients presenting in a community setting have brain structural deficits. Although there were no significant group differences in age or parental socioeconomic status, the absence of differences does not exclude confounding by these factors. Therefore, these variables were also used as covariates. Some factors constrain the interpretation of these results. Not all potential subjects from each catchment area were recruited to this study, but an ethnically and sociodemographically representative sample was examined relative to a very similar comparison group. The first-episode design is limited by the fact that the stability of diagnoses is unproven and requires longitudinal follow-up for confirmation. This is currently in progress.
In conclusion, this study has demonstrated quantitative gray matter and CSF abnormalities in patients with first-episode psychosis. These abnormalities are present close to the onset of illness and are not attributable to the effects of chronicity of illness or medication. The presence of dispersed gray matter abnormalities underlines their relevance to the neurobiology of schizophrenia and adds credence to a model of the syndrome characterized by a network-wide alteration of neuronal structure and connectivity.
